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"Do not love the world, nor the things in the world. If anyone loves of the world the love
of the Father is not in him."

--1 John 2:15

"Beloved I pray that in all respects you may prosper and be in good health just as your
soul prospers." --3 John: 2

"“No one can serve two masters; for either he will hate the one and love the other, or he
will be devoted to one and despise the other. You cannot serve God and wealth. –

Matthew 6:24

Three words describe this owner/slave relationship as Jesus gives it to us:

1. _____________________________________________.

2. _____________________________________________.

3. _____________________________________________.

Two things will tell you who you serve:

1. Your _________________________________________.

2. Your _________________________________________.

Gallop Poll came out with criteria which people in America said was personal success:

1. Good ________________________________________.

2. __________________________________________ job.

3. Happy _______________________________________.

4. A good _______________________________________.

5. ______________________________________ of mind.

6. Good ________________________________________.

Poverty Theology Stewardship Prosperity Theology



Two observations:

1. Each perspective has verses to __________________ it.

2. We pick a position, usually based on either our _______________ or our
_______________.

Poverty Theology

A person that is into poverty theology has a ________________ for possessions.

Prosperity Theology

The prosperity people’s view of prosperity is that it is the _______________ of the
righteous.

Stewardship

It’s a _______________ and it takes the best of both without attaching itself to the worst
of both.

Now which is biblically correct?

Four problems with poverty theology:

1. There is a presumption that anyone doing well financially must be doing
something _______________.

2. It _______________________ the role of sacrificial work.

3. They are extremely _____________________________.

4. It can become a _________________________ lifestyle.

Three problems with a prosperity theology:

1. Prosperity is a sign of God’s ______________________.

2. It produces ___________________________________.

3. It creates wrong ________________________________.

Financially blessed Christians often fall for one or more of these errors:

1. They take _________________________ for prosperity:



2. _____________________________________________.

3. _____________________________________________.

4. Dependence upon ______________________________.

Stewardship asks: What are you doing right now with what you’ve got?


